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THREE LECTURES QB
COIROLLED THERMONUCLEAR POMER PRODUCTION

Herbert r. York

Radiation Laboratory, Departacot of Fhysics 
University of California, Berkeley, California

August 29. 1952

This report was vritten from the notes used by Dr. Tork la deliv-

ering his three lectures on considerations pertinent to the problem of

utilising controlled thermonuclear reactions for the production of power.

Suggestons, additions, and corrections have been wade by H. Brown, J. Hadley,

B. Jastrov, C. Leith, B. LeLevier, E. Martinelli, and J. Roberts.

The first lecture discussed funds ntal properties of the DO and

DT reactions and the reacting substances. The second lecture described 

the stellarator, a proposed machine for the controlled production of power 

free the above reactions. This lecture was essentially an abstract of

a report written by Lyman Spitzer and primarily dealt with the utilization 

of the DT reaction. The third lecture described the pinch effect and eon
st dared its possible applies tian to the tbsruBunclear power problem.
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First Lector*

FUKDAMMTAIS

TheRenctiona
The substances that we are considering for our source of power

are deuterium and a deuterium- trit lum mixture. The use of nuclei of higher

Z do e a not seem deal ruble for a couple of reasons. The power loot from

the reaction mixture by radiation varies as Z, and the presence of the

higher coulomb barriers would greatly diminish the nuclear reaction rate.

These effects would require much higher operating t ■aperaturoa.

The chief reaction of the deuterium- tri tian mixture la

The n produced can presumably be used for easing more T.

With pure deuterium one baa two primary reactions of approximately

equal eross rectian taking place z

—9
D + D

T+P+ 3.98 Mae

+N+ 3.25 Mev,

and oo for eanh DD reaction one has essentially

D+D----- , 1/2 T + 1/2 He3 + 1/2 ■ + ) /2 P + 3.62 Nw.

SECRET 213 0e3



UCRL~1919

For each deuteron consumed, then, one obtains 1.8 Mar directly. By using

the neutron produced to induce a fission in the container walla or in Ten

similar locaton one has the possbility at liberating an additional 45

Mev par deuteron consumed.

The products of the prleery roactions are capable of further re-

action:

0 + T------ »He4 + N ♦ 17.6 Mov

D + He3-----> He4 + P + 18.3 Mev

■ ♦ He3---- * T + P + 0.73 Mev.

The extent to which these reactions contribute to the total en-

ergy production depends on the t —per a tore of the system and the concen-

tretiona of T and Be3. The cross section of the reaction ia such

that it la probably inactire under most operating rooditIona. Oh the other 

hand the DT reaction should contribute sgnificantly, as discussed later 

in connection with the power production, leading to a liberation of 12.4

Mev per DD reaction.

The croon sections for the DD and DT reactions as functions of

energy are plotted in Figure 1. Figure I waa plotted using the Genow

low energy formulas

DD - -e“2
up to 10 kev and

e
DT ED

up to 6 kev.
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At higher energies the following values, taken From LA-11902 were

used z

^DD, barns PT, barns

10
20
40

3.4 x 10-2
0.4 

60
100

1.4
4.2
2.9

400
600

1000

0.116
0.134
0.154

0-69
0.37
0.20

One can see that the cross sections rise very rapidly from almost

Insigniricant values amend one kilovolt to large values at 100 kev. As 

a result, at relatively low t snpsra turns the bulk of the reacting will 

be accomplished by the gas particles on the high energy end of the Maz-

well Ian distribution.

Before continuing, it night be advantageous to introduce sons of

tne ♦ hemal language that is commonly used in connection with thermonuclear

remctions.

Tanjier ature, 6, is usually spoken of in energy units, specifically 

kev. 6 in set equal to kT and therefore one kilovolt equals 1.16 x 107 Ox.

m-**
c, = 2 ko *} ’ 1.6«10-9ige12.4»10-9 “

per particle for a completely Ine inert gas.

To get Cv per unit mass of completely ionined gas, we note that 

one atom ionised into Z + 1 particles of total mass A, and so

213 065
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x105 - 3.4x107 —*
X kev **

= z.1 •
The radation energ density as a function of kilovolta ia

K_ b 1.31 z 107 b4 
kev kev *

and the heat capacity of the vacuum be

= 5.48 M 1014 3 FK = 1.31 x 107 e3 kev kev

Simflarly, the perfect gas law takes the fore

P.t- = 1.58 x 10-15 a •

vhere b is the particle density la perticles per oe.

FoverProduction
I Boao deuterons were to move la a beam vith a velocity, v, through

an assembly of stationary douterons, the reaction rate per ncident particle

would be given by

B X a g v

where a is the densty of the stationary deuterons. la the case of a oca

fined deuteron gas the particles are moving relative to each other with

varying velocites, and, because the reaction cross section la a function

of the relative particle energies, ov must be averaged over all v. Like-

wise, to get the reaction rate per unit volume we must sum over all the

deuterons, obtaining, since this procedure counts ench particle tvice.
2 ___  remctione ,

DD oc sec

Since two deuterons are consumed per reaction, we can also note

that

= np 213 066
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Similarly for the DT nystem the renotice rate la 

' rone Hoag .
“DT DT ee ooc

The vol woe of r v at various temperatures are given in Table X

for both the DO and DT resetions and are plotted egel not t cap er a tore la

Figure 2. These values were supplied by J. L. Tuck la a letter dated

June 7, 1952. They were ocaeputori from te made at Los Alamos

and are considered to mupersede t boos appearing la L-1190. The DT values

were characterined as being "final • and the DD values as being *nca1final*.

Also amcludea at u. botra ot Tab. 1 ar- an -xpresston r- #«,» civen
v^. The “TDD expression la also free

Fermi '■ draft, but the leading coerricient has been ch

Tuck 'a values at 2 and J kev. Thia expression was used to extend the

v v^ curve of Pigure 2 to below 2 kev. Valure of 

Feral 'a expression are aloe plotted la Pigure 2.

calculated from

The moan reaction time for a deuteron la 

r » _1 .
"" *

la the DD remction, with e kev and ■ = 6 z r la approx:

One atmosp

Mo usunlly dee with amall particle densties

in order to avoid ezcessive pressures at the leayeraturee of thermonuclear

interest.

t

213 067
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TAELE I

FDo and ^DT at Various Temperatures

e, kev mec

0.09 
0.1 
0.5

.. —9

6.8 x 10-35

sec

6.1 x 10-23

1.0
2
3

7.0 x 10-21

5
6

1O
2.7 x

1.1 x 1O~1^
12
20
40

1.4 X 10-18
3.6 x 10-18
1.0 x 10-17

60
80

100 2-3 x
8.7 > 1o-16
8.5 x 1012
8.1 * 10-16

o * O 6 5: FTpr z 1019 = 7. 332327078541 502 x 10-5 • - 2.7600781 x 103 e2
+ 3.2510296 x 10-2 e- - * -*1244^4 z 10-1

♦ 2.1106837 z 10-1 e5 - 2.800987 x 10-2 e6
5 * • * 100* Fvor x 1016 • -7.356£2242 x 10-2 • + 2.0446127 z 10-2 2

2 • • • 20:

+7-423756 x 5 e” - 3.1763311 x 10-5 0*
+ 8.0905986 x 10-7 e5 - 7.979219 x 10-9 eb

+ 2.0037971 x 10-11 O7
= 0.42770 - 0.n15702 - 0.367403 - 0.0257004 + 0.000565105

20 - • - 100« TLo ■ -5-865 x 10-2 + 9.00 x 10-3 - 7.746 x 10-42 

- 9.964 X

5273 x 10

•TDo * x 10-16 x 1
21 3 og3

—2=
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In the pare deuterium eye tea Figure 2 Indicates that unless the 

concentration of He3 la allowed to build up to near the deuteron oonoen 

tretice the DBe3 reaction contributes rather little to the total power 
relemse. At higher temperatures the DHe3 reaction becomes more impertant.

and perhaps thin property can be need to advantage. Since the cross seo-
tion for the tn reaction is much larger than that for the CD reacton, the

T concentration will build up to only a mmall value, of the order of one

half to one atom percent, before Ite rate of consumption will equal Ito

rate of production. In thin eteedy ata to condition, then, every DD rone
tion will be accompanled by half or a DT reaction, and the energ released 

per DD renetion will then be

3.62 o 1/2 a 17.6 Mow = 12.2 Mer x 1.9e x 10-12 joules.

Ch thia basis the pover production to

Fpo « 0.9 a 10-12 =,o np2

The power produced by Um DT reaction la

P,- = 2.82 S 10-12 “‘vr “D*T

Some values of Fpp/np2, Ppp- P/nyPz, and Ppr are given for various

Energ will be loot from the hot gaseu by radiation and by boat

The drruseness of the gn one coupled with the dmensions of the

reactors we have nwol dared are such that therno 1 equilibrium of the ra-

dlation with the particles la not attained. In fact practically all of

the phot one predated flow from the gas vithout interacting with it at

213 Oss
-
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all. As a consequence, there la virtually no black body radiation. and

the radiant energy la loot as bremastrahl ung- At the t anperaturea of

Interest the heat capacity of the radiation ia very large compared ith

that of the gaseous particles, and the immediate exodus of the photons la

desrable to prevent undue cooling of the reacting mixture.

The power radiated per unit volume by tremsstrahlung la given

by

•» 14 236 ’. -2E,.
vhere Te la the mean velocity of the electrons.

= = /nr. ex1.6x1079 = —1, • na T m 14.1

For deuf area and tritons Z=1, and Dz « e - Dr- For pure duterum.

of course. Bp ♦ nr F Mg.

P_-em. a 0.5J8 a 10-30 (mp

Sana value of „bremn, - and of P. _ for 
(npor)4 brena

= 6 x 1014 are

given la Table II- One will note that between 10 and 20 kilovolts P^ 

becomes larger than Ptremc» and that between 2 and 3 kilovolta Ppr becomes 

larger than Prems- The temperature at which Pw.jri.wnr react:on equals 
Praatmtion is called the Ideal ignition t —par a turn. If appropriately 

insulated agmnst heat loss by conduction and if uarmer than their ideal 

1gnition temperatures, reacting gaaea will an in tain or increase their tan 

peratures and consequently will sustain their reactions. One night note 

that although thia statement la rather commonly nods without any further 

qaallflentIona, that 1ts truth requires a -nnplotely closed nystem for 

the particles produced by the resctions and a completely open ayatoo for

213 010
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During the ensuing discussion on heat cnductivity we will picture

the gases es being contained in cylindrical veesels of infinite length.

Of course real vessels cannot be that long and giving them finite 11eensione

re— ins a foremost problem, although one for which a number of tentative

and perhaps workable solutions have been advanced.

At first blush the heat conductivity appears to be overvhelmingly

large, but inasmuch as we are dealing with completely ionised gases, we 

may diminsh the thermal diffusion by applying a Magnetic field along the 

axis of the cylinder. The field constrains the particles to move in spirals 

around the lines of force, and if strong enough, can thereby decrease the 

heat loss by conduction to even a negligible value.

The immediately preceding remarks are based on the following figur-

ing:

The quantity of heat flowing per unit area per unit time in a gas

is given by

h = 1/3 n A v4,
(

khere A=ne s the mean free path, © being the transport cross 

section* E = 3/2 kT is the mean energy per particle, and X is length.

The transport cross section, c , is derived by applying al- cos 4 

factor to the coulomb angular cross section and then integrating over all 

possible angles. The 1 - cos « factor takes into account the fact that th" 

emall angle scatterings are not as effective in stopping the advance of 

a particle as are the large angle scatterings.

213 Oil
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TABLE II

Kimt Producton and Bower Radiation at Varous T—porotT—
FDD/np2 fVD l°r

6 a 1014

1/4 Fpr/DpPr 

for np a m, = 

1/2 (np * n-)

Forfor"p- 
n_=32 1014

6 z

for

8.5 a 10-30

4.65 a 10-30

2.06 x 10-31

3.81 x 1032

7.00 x

2.51 x 10-34

1.62

0.465

0.0740

0.0136

2. a 10-3

9.03 x 105

" DT/(•nr)2
(mtw m3}__
5 a

(vntta/c
100 1.06

3.03 z 109

27.9

0.87

0.62

9.85 a 10-30

1.36 a 10-30

4.93 a 10-33

3.54

0.50

0.074

0.0018

0.93 a 10-30

0.76 a 10-30

0.54 a 10-30

0.44

0.33

0.27

0.19

$

!5

+
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4 27 ala< d« (1 - cos « )

Wiring the substirutions sim“F = G1-2o42 and sin a

—4 cos a , and integrating, — get.

- = J , e
(=

The upper Unit,

.tA Ml g
- os a

8n la

2» must be tl, corresponding to baad — col-

1 - -
1 - ooa < i /

lislons. The lower Unit, a 1, will be naan norreo ponding to a large

collision parameter, and so

8n2.v12) Az)-l *

Inamuch as we ha— — i—ie gas, though, the collision parameter.

b, cannot ba infinite, because for large enough b the plasma booting the

—111d1 ng particles will adjust continuously to their motion in such a

way that they will ba— — effect on each other. The —xin— —1— for 

b will then ba that far vhich b/v corresponds to the relaxation time of

the plasma. Hlectron plea— oscillations are much aura rapid th— positive

ion oscillations and — the former should determine the effective relaxation

♦ 1.— bar a. The electron pl a a— angular oscillation frequency is given

approzimately

2 = rne
Since

$ -3, •

213 013
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*1 F • 2.90 x IO"15 3 •
and vo get for the erfective coll la ion cross section, putting 4 v,22 “

0 =(2 x 4.«^ 10-9 e) 8 n In («.«5 x 1030

68+ 1m (23
= 2-“(2 log

The tern in the square brackets is rather insensitive to changes 

la e or n,- Taking 0 aa 10 kev and n, as 6 x 1014 cm-3 wo obtain an ap-

proximate expression.

6=6°.2

Now, substituting back into our boat flow equation, for deuterium

gas we find

h * n V ax

z 2 (#p * #.) * 2 (1.6 x 109) 4

=-}- 67^^ -}(2ce2)z2 (1.6 ’ 10-%) a
= - 1.42 z 1018 e5/2 4

CA
Kn- • - 3.39 a 1010 e5/2 d sec _ ••e

= - 1.42 x 1011 e5/2d-t.

To take nto account that we are considering a cylindrical coot* in er

we noto that there are 2nr area normal to the temperature gradient

per cm length of the cylinder. The radial heat flow per unit length to

the*
213 014
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h = - 8.91 » 1011 r $e ***** . 
dr —

If one had a 1 4B radus cylinder of deuterum gas at 50 kov in

the center of a 30 cm radius cylinder vhose walla vere at room t —p era turn,

one would estimate that the heat l—o by thermal diff—ion was roughly 

1015 f l—e the heat produced by the thermonuclear reaction.

To look at the insulatng effect of a —gnetic field applied along

the axis of the renction cylnder, we must Modify it the no-field

equation.

h = - - n A v
In the following, and throughout thia report, we assume that we

have a quiescent plea—. Plasma oenl J l atio— lead to heat conductivities

of the order of the geo—trie mean between the field free case and the 

—gnetic field case with a quescen t pies—.

The mean distance of the movement of the particles up and down

the temperature gradient between collisions la no longer the mean free 

path, R. At —ch collision the mzis of rotation of a spraling particle 

ia moved a distance on the awerage about equal to R, the radius of the 

spiral, and so we replace R by B in the equation for h. The rate at 

which collinions take pin— iH, and — we replace w by 8 , the ef- 

fective vel—ity with which the particle move nor—1 to the magnetic field.

The equation for h la consequently

h z -}nn9aA=-}nA # aF()
and the heat conducted by the d—tori— gaa nor—l to a magnetic field 

la

= 3 ApP( Bp) ax 3 ( R»)ax
213 015
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1 i* V aF (#pAp2 .
To express h la terns of the particle density, temperature, and 

magnetc fiela strength, H, WO must evalunte the >1—010 or the above

equation.

-4

y

i
213 016
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= 2 (1.6 a 10-9) e-

= 3.10 a IO7 22
♦

uhere ■ la the mass of Um particle and M la its atomic weight.

2 = 6-24 a 107 z 1 2 = 1.70 x 104 Az

# a 1.66 z 10-3 a S s #p = 1.17 s 103 1/2 -• 1 % __ —1/214.1
11.6 a 10"’) de 

dX
=,> 6-00,10017 = 1.2 « 10-18 52

Qne will note that #pAp2 is {E2 = 60.6 times ue also of #,a,2.

In spite of the alower velocity of the deuterons, their greater radii of

Eyration make them the prime carriers of the tonal in the magnetic field

la contradistinction to the field free case.

We can now vrite for the heat flow

b = - 2.10 a 1o-12 2* za = - 5.02 x 10-20 . de _cale
ana gi dX cm* one

and the tonal flow par anil length of the cylinder la nov

a-- 1-32 a 1018 5222 stke •

To ano bow much the application of a magnetic field insulates Um

mystem against thermal drrusion we can divide h,.-a c_.. by
* --4 i r 99

obtain in*
tie”

213 017 i
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I free - =8.91z1011r9
Xie T - 1.32 x 10-18 r

5/2 deaa
2

5 6.76 s 1029

For the case we connidered earlier where • • )O kev, 25 

ar n, = 6 x 1014 and ■ = 20,000 gause.
1, and

hrieldrrez - 2.03 x 1013 ,

which is just about aa adequate insulation factor. By changing the tem-

porature, particle density, or magnetc field, one can increase the la-

sulation factor to the point vhere the heat loss by thermal drfusion is

less than that produced by the DD reaction.

The magnetic field does not come out of UM clear Hit sky and

the power to generate it must be supplied by the th lear reaction.

To estimate the power required we may consider Um field produced by a

current In the reaction vessel walls circulating perpendicular to Um axia

of the cylinder. The field strength la the vessel la

hhere T and r2 are respectively Um lower and outer radii of the vessel 

wall and 1 la the current density. The power per wait length to create

the field la then

2 • (r2 - r,)2 • *
s

.co ir t . 2 2(2-
T rj)* ’ (2 -r) ’ .. u i.. T.(r2-r)

4 (r2 - *1
2+) H2 vatta

er ca

213 018
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vhhere > 1s the resistance per unit length of the current carrying cylinder

and o- is conductivity.

One can see that increasing the outer radius of the wall beyond 

a certain point does l1ttle tovard reducing the power requirement of 

the magnetie field mnd also that for a «iven r to r2 ratio the power 

requirement for a given field strength la independent of the radius of

the vessel. Consequently, to sustain the magnetic field by means of power

from the thermonuclear reaction one need only take a vessel of surr iciently
large dimmeter-

Ir one presumes that half the volume of Um cylinder vail la copper.

the remaining portion being occupled by cooling liquid, insulation, etcetera, 

then, at 100°c, using one half the conducitivity of copper, 1.•.» $~=

2.2 z 105 oha-1 cz-1, and taking equnl to two aad a field of 20,000

^enee, one calculates

F * 11,000 yatt -

The temperature at vhch the copper wall can be kept is certainly a still

opew question bet at laaat la principle the copper could be cooled to 11quid

mi tan t factor of ten incremse la ita con-

dMtlelty. Hovever, to run at l1quid nitrogen teperature one would have 

to expend about as —ofa power la l1qulfying the nitrogon as la supporting 

the magnetc field, and so la thia case one would hare

Pg ~ 2,200 watta/cm.

ter11or vo noted the aeaa roaction time for a deuteron. One can 

compare vith it the tmes required for Um particles to drfuse out of

the renction vensel. The time for an electro to make a collision la

1— e 3.92 z 1

213 019
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and for a deuteron,
2.37,1010 e3/2 .

Ignorng the variation of temperature between Um central region and Um

nulla, one gets for the tine for an electron to dirfuse out in the case

of no magnetic field, 
t = (E,)2 T = -22,2r = ~e= 

- 5.64 x 1028

and for a deuteron to dirfuse out.

ihen a magnetic field is applied the tmes to diffuse out becomes

t=(E)2
= 2.30 x 104 for electrons.

t • 380 for deuterons.

One then obtans for an 1nsulation factor.

te no field n, 5.64 x IO"-® r2

- 6.75 x 1047 ~ •

Por the condtions wo have been considering, e=30 kev, n,=6x 104,

H a 20,000 gauss, r = 30 on, we obtain for an insulation factor.

pfiela - 2.02 x
*e no field

with u, field « 1.25 seconds anat,n. field * 6-17 x seconds •

213 920
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The foregoing has been the subatance of the first lecture which

presented the ideas and computations that seemed basic to the thermonuclear

power problem. Admittedly some things were not considered or were not 

treated very accurately. For instance, no discussion was made of the ranges 

of the products of the nuclear reactions. These ranges are large compared 

to the dimensions of the reaction vessels that we have so far considered 

and would lead to additional large energy losses from the reactors. Sim

ilarly, the field free heat conduction equation does not apply to the vessel 

sizes and particle densities that we have talked about, inasmuch as the 

mean free path is several orders of magnitude greater than the vessel 

diameters. Even in the magnetic field case no account has been taken of 

the fact that the particles get cold out near the vessel walls and recombine 

to form neutral atoms, vastly increasing the heat conductivity in that 

region.

213 021
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Socond Lecture

THE STELLARATOR

As mentioned earlier, thia lecture was essentinlly aa abstract 

of a report by Lyman Spitserl, and consequently it was intended to be 

more a description than a critique.

An axial magnetic field in a cylinder is capatle of decreasing

the host conductivity of an ionic gas only mureal to the field. Along

the lines of force the beat conductivity remmina huge, and therefore any

practical thermonuclear power producing device must la nome way diminish

the otherwise exooesiwe beat losses at its ends. Suggestions such as hold-

ing the plasma back from the ends with mlcrovaves or with suitably shapad 

nagnotic fields aided by microwaves pe ranp will prove workable.

One suggestion for elmnating and effecta la to elimnate the

ends, such as by bending the cylinder arsunn into a torus. The torus, 

however, turns out to be aa unworkable shape. Tbe magnetie field is stronger

at the inner wall than at the outer wall, and as Figure 3 illumtretes for

velocities noma l to the field, this inhomogeneity causes the cherged par-

tcles of one sign to drift toward the top and those of the other slen to

drift toward the bottom of the torus. Charged particles moving aloug the 

lines of force in a torus drift up and down is a like manner. Those drifts 

are quickly stopped by the space charge they produce, but this spews charge

in turn causes the particles of both signs to drift to the outer wall of

the torus. In a tube the else of the one used la the standard stellarntor.

described below, the particles reach the wall in the order of 10-3 nda.
which, since the mean reaction time for the standard stellarator is about

30 seconds, turns out to be at leant twenty tines too rapid.

213 022
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The stellarator is • device proposed by Dr. Spitaer to eliminate

both Um ends aad their nnae—Itaat hen t losses and likevise to minimize

Um excensive drift* aeroae Um field that occur la Um tor—. It cons lata

of a cylindrical tube that is closed upon iteelf but 1s in the form of

a rigure B, as illustrated la Figure 4. The besie fee taro of Um stel

larator is its reverse curvatures hich cause particles moving era—i Um

stellerator to drift one way ia one loop of Um 8 and Um other uny ia

eby decrensing the net drift to Um wall to an acceptable

owl—. Dr. Spitzer bee investigated mmny facete of Um problem of the

ability of the stellarator ’a magnetic field to constrain the i—la gas.

The problem ia a complicated one and although he has looted late it la

■ id—bio detail, bin Inquiry ia at ill not complete. Bewawer, at the 

preo—t tim, he has concluded that (1) if Um ratio of material p »
1.6 a 10-9 a •, to magnetic pressure, H2/8K, la —all a—pared with 5r/L,

vhere r,• and L are Um Innide radiun and length of Um etellerator tube, 

(2) if the stellarator la eymmetric vith respect to rotations aboot the

* mxis (see Higure L), (3) If it la designed with end loops of slouly vary-

ion radl— of curvature aad likewise surriciently removed from Um ereoe 

over loops bp Um straight tab—, and finally, (4) If there la a radial 

electric field of 1000 to 10,000 volts per centimeter to cause Um particles

to circulate aro—d Um tube aor—1 to Um magnetic field, that Um 1—la

gas will be satisfactorily constrained.
The operation conditions and dimensions of Um stellarator were

arrived at la a straightforvard manner. Dr. Spitzer booed most of his

considerations — Um DT renction because it produces much more power at

Um taepTataroe of interest than does Um DO renction. C— will note ia
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Table II that the idesl ignition temperature for the DT reuction lies

between one end ten kilovolts. ble then to adopt ten

kilovolte as the ayar-atl^ tempersture of a "standard" stellarator.

Tor obvicus rem connected vith ordinary construction problems

• of the stellaretor must not ba too hich. Ir one

asaumes an operating pressure of ten at—apbaraa ba gete a particle den- 

sity of 6 1014 cm-3 at, a temperature of ten kilovolts, vhich correspomd 

to a pressure of about 9 a 103 — at room 1 aaparauara hen mocoun t ia

The material energ density at Um abowe temperatur and praaawa

la

P = 1.6 a a 6 a a 10 ns 107

Originally it was believed that a magnetie P re of approximmtely twice

Un mmterial pressure vould be adequnte for UN conrinement of the Lonined

On that basis if one Mlm

• fir - 2 • 107 23 •

■ - 22,400 gauss.

A magnetic field strength of 20,000 yaaaa has umunlly been taken for the

standard stellarator although that field strength la much too low compmred

vith the other ordinarily adopted stellarator dimenions if the ratio of

ms mentoned

emrlier. The problem ia resolvable, thouh, even Ir one must adopt the

most pessimistic value far the field strength. Inasmuch as Um power

required for a pertcular field strength can ba independent of Un tube
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diemeter, a larger tube with a lower particle density could got around 

any difficulty arising boro.

One would like the mean reaction time or a particle to be not

too much longer than the time for it to drirt to the wall or the tube

lest there mhould be more energy delivered to the wall than is produced

by the thermonuclear react ion. With a magnetic field strength of 20,000

gmuss the time for the triton to diffuse out of a 50 cm radius vessel la

about 33 seconds as compared vith the JO second mean DT reaction time.

Dr. Spitser adopted 50 cm aa the redus of the stellarator tube.

Adopting the foregoing as elements of the design of the standard

stellarator and presumng the reaction fills the entire volume of the

stellarator one calculates that about 55 kilowatts per eon tine ter length

of the tube are produced. About 1.2 kilowatts per centimeter are lost 

la bremastrahl ung, of the order of 10 kilowatts per centimeter are lost 

by beat conduction, and for r2 = 2r1 two to eleven kilowatts per centimeter 

go into producing the magnetic field. One also night note at this point 

that this stellarator design will require about 0.3 tea of coprer per inch 

of tabs length or about 1200 teas of copper altogether.

M1thout a detailed analysis of the temperature distribution, which

does not as yet ezist, one cannot aako a complete quantitative description 

of the particle and ant sr lal pressures as functions of the distance from 

the seat or of the tube. However, la view of Lens's law one can be auro 

that any currente circulating anrwsl to the magnetic field in the stellarator

tube will be in such a direction as to tend to cancel the magnetc fel.

and consequently one can see that the mugnetic pressure will be less in

the center than at the edge. As shown la the derivation below the sub
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of the particle and magnetic pressures 1s constant, and so one can be sure

that the particle pressure will be greater in the central region than at

the outside.

show that the sum of the particle and magnetic pressures la

constant we note that the force per unit volume acting outward io the

gradient of the particle pressure and that it is balanced by the inward

force of the nagmotic field's interaction with the Lens's law current,

4C+1xH=O,
where 1 is the currsnt density. de would like to eliminate 1 and we mnay

note that the magnetic field strength, Hina solenoid is given by

H a 4TI,

where I is the total current per unit length of the solenoid circulating 

about the position at which H is measured.

Inasmuch as

1-4, ,
if we differentiate H, we get

s = Ln a- = 4tr1

Mow, substituting

l = -a- dH 1t4T dr

into the force balance equation, we have

dP - ,dr 47 H4E=o,CI

and integrating, we get

p 4 s constant.
8T
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Now, even though we have seen that the presence of Uh magnetic field

tends to increase the particle pressure in the center of the tube, the

beat conductivity of the gas will cause it to be cool in the vicinity of 

the wall, with a concomitant large particle density near the wall. As
a2 

we saw in the preceding lecture the heat conductivity varies as from

which we can infer that the low tempera ture-high particle density region 

extends well into the stellarator tube from its wall. Such a t emp era turn 

particle density distribution is not desirable both from the fact that 

it means that only a small fraction of the gas is warm enough to sustain 

the thermcnuclear reaction and also because the heat that is produced will 

be conducted too rapidly to the wall of the tube.

Dr. Spitzer has suggested placing ports, which he illustrates as

in Figure 5, to draw off the cold gas and thus permit the hot region of 

the thermonuclear reaction to fill virtually the whole tube. The design 

of the ports is to be such that the magnetic field strength decreases from 

the main stellarator tube into the ports and continues to decrease along 

the ports. Since the spiraling ions behave diamagnetically, they will be 

driven down the port tubes by the magnetic field until the particles are 

cooled and pumped out of the system. The gas pumped out may be purified 

of reaction products and enriched with reactants and then blown through 

jets back into the atellarator.

A suggestion made here is that such ports may not be necessary

due to the fact that if Oo ions are allowed tc diffuse to the wall they 

will cool and recombine to form neutral atoms and molecules. The rate 

of diffusion of the neutral particles back into the hot region will be 

much greater than the outward diffusion rate of the charged particles in

asmuch as the neutrals can move in straight lines across the magnetic field.
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As a ron sequence the region near the wall should be evacunted to some

extent and the hot reaction region should again fill • large fraction

of the stellarator tube. Bo calculations have been made yet with regard

to substantimting this suggestion-

Many of the ingredients of the stellarator ban aet yet been men-

tioned. For instance, to get the Um ucl ear remction started one would

have to warn the gas in some mmnner. Exciting a glow discharge by Induction

appears to be a reasonable solution to the boating problem. By placing

l1thium between the wall of the tube and the colls of the magnet one could

regenerate by neutron capture the tritium d in the DT remction.

Hesvy water could be used for sloving down the neutrons, cooling the lithium.

and for subsequent generation of electrical power with the heat received.

The stellarator we have deseribed, though containing only a few

hundredths of a gras of tritium at any given time would conmume 

to a hundred klograms of tritinn per year and would produce 105 

some tea

to

kilowatts of power in steady operation.

A DD stellarator could produce as much power or more than the DT

stellarator but would have to be either a ten times larger device or one 

with a magnetic field strength of the order of 105 gauss. The DD as oh ins 

would also have the advantage that it could be used to manufacture tritium.

Before leaving the stellarator we should make some mention of

Dr. Spitzer's "System B", which is based on the idea that one night be 

able to wake the current creating the magnetic field circulate in the

ionized gas itself rather than in external colls. If that could be done,

then the operation of the stellarator would go as follows. With cold, 

unionised gas in the stellarator the current would be turned on in the

213 02K
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eatereel coils, eremting a strong megnetie fied. Then the gas would

be heeted to operating temperatnre, at whhich point it la of eear ee fullg 

ionised, end the earraat la taa outside colls would be turned orr. At

ten kilovolts tempersture, due to the hieh comductivty ar the gas, the

mngnetie field should require about two minutes to drop to 1/• of ite

nitiml valum, far a tabe radlus of 90 cm. At forty kilovolte, due to

the yet higher conductivity of the gas, the decny time far the mametie

field becomes clomer to rfteen alaatea. A dfficulty with System B, baa

ever, la that the magnetic prewar a la gremtest at Mm cemter of the tube

all are one umnts the particle density to be aa high aa possible- At the 

present time aa computmtions regarding the p erf eraaa ne of a Byetea B stel-

lmrator ezist.
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Third Lecture

THE PINCH urn

This lecture WM besed largely on discussions with J. L. Tuck at Los Alamos

if a current pesses la the same direction through two freely sun-

pended parallel wires the wires are draum toward each other- One micht 

figure then that • current dlscharging throuch • gas would cause UM various

elemente of current carrying volume to ezert attractive fara— as ench other.

In fact one might rigure that if the current density us great enouch the

attractive forces would be surriclent to ***** • compression of um gas

along Um azis of the discharg. Such a discharge could be used to in-

mulate thermally a hot gas from Um wall* of it* container- The aa** 

"pinch" has been given to tiis ccmpression. u. Bennett,6 for instance.

has made —ri Involved calculations then we will present bere to arrive 

at radial perticle density distr but ions such as

* (!♦- •

1s UM particle densty at a <!*<**ne r. This expression does Mow a

bunching of the pmrticles along the discharge azis «ith a emall but alwnys

finite partial* density at large redial distances.

Wo will now make a mimple dervation thnt only crudely approzimates

Um mbove result bat should neverthelese serve to enh Um plausiblty

of the argument for a pinch errect and from which we mmy form some Maa 

of Um anatomy of Um pinch. Me prosume Um temperature is constant through

out the pinch and that Um gradient of the partial* pressur la appami

4
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kt 2 + UI = © ,

where I la the current density. Ma would l1ke to have H expressed la

kerms of 1, and mo wa will digress a moment tn Investigate I, the current

i S me7a 5 •e E

dw Ve La the drift velocity of Um lons In the direction of Um electric 

field and Fe La Um electricml condue tivity of Um gas-

to evaluste ce Ln ohm--

ive subet Itutioms (and Ineludinc converslon factors 

em-- for later une) we next get an exprension

for Um electrical conductvitya

= Hmortzeb -- "2888)5- =2C8.v

- ne

E( a r

=TCSe-,-
where o is Um coll is Lee cross mection and v is Um mean thermal velocity.

Subetituting the expresslons for cr* and v that we got la Um fir at

lec ture, we get

1.10 ■ 105 e3/2 ota-1 cm-
Un nee that Ce La Independent of Um particle denmitg and connequently 

both and I will be constant over neat of Um pinch for a given driving 

potential, although of course tney will bane to drop in a er e wbere -he pmr-

ticle density la sero. Me can now note that

■ = 21 = 2ur21 = 2ryr, 
r r
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vhere X la UM total current, and by substitution into cur force balance

equation get

kr$+2n12r=o. CT
Integration of ths equntion lends us to

a « no - 2 2
This result la only qualtatvely similar Vo the more refined calculatlon

by Bennett la Uat it gives a parabolic drop orf of particle dernity.

renching a ore at a certain value of r which we will call the pinch radiuo.

aR a

Integrating our equntion for a, we can get an expression for M, the total 

number of perticles per unit length.

■ X
C 2-nfer x 2* rdr

#2,23
-A2F274$

2

Now we emn alao write

*-,1*1
1

Xt la interesting to note that on this model the pinch current la independ-

eat of the pinch radius if the tempersture and the number of particles per

unit length are known.
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If we consider a couple situntion of a gas at tea kilovolte tem- 

perature and at m particle density of 101 per cc, then to just pinch

the gas off the walla of a 20 cm radius tube would rqure a current of

1 (amperes) a 10 kT 10 11.6 x IO"’) •

= 1O x IO"4 x Ty x WO C1.6 x 1O~*) 10 = 6.3 x 105 .

To get the power required to sustain a unit length of this pinch

wo first note that
I = TR2 o B = 1.10 x105a2E e3/2

—----------------------------------— =1.2x1.10 x 1O» * rr x 400 x 31.6
z2t .

Then the pover per unit length la

One might note that for a given temperature and total number of

particles that the applied voltage and consequently the power requirement

for a pinch varies inversely as the square of the pinch redus.

Inasmuch as the yr enedleg deoerlptlco of the pl a eh showe the preaeaea

of no particles outside the pinch radus, we might feel a little better

about the stability of our crude formulation if we could show that particlen

leaving the surface of the pinch will return to it rather than oetahllahlag

a not outward and consequently pinch d.1 erupting particle flu.

Wie noted earlier that the magnetie field inside the pinch varies

as

H = 2Wr.
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The field consequently reaches a maximum vulue at the pinch radium end then

rops off according to

Consequently, we might ask the specific question, "Is a particle that

initially moves ear—lly outvurd from the surface of a pnch ret

dependent fimld to the surface? The anauer we get belov la

yes. Mb alee arrive at a formula ndicnting hov far the purticlen got 

from the pinch nurface•

I the follovine derivation vz is the welocity la the direction 

or the pinch current, v, is the velocity normal to the pinch current, p 

la the momentumn of the particle, and la its radius of curvature. r

beins its redius of eurvature at the e4*e of the pinch.
Mb can arrive at an exzpression fer Vz T—by the fellowine 

series of evidont —iwirn

dt

mex
dvz =f.," ane

s

Hov since P is constent along the trajectory of the particle, rom

we can write

12 P =i
-=14
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and therefore

vhich indicates that the partcles do return to the pnch.

SIAM

{aE= a JA (1.4 x lO-*js »

•ad taking a equnl to Um mane of Una deuteron w heve 

p = 1.27 z 10-16 f .

C quently.

1041 .

far the conditions of the pinch we diecuneed eerlier, tat 1e, a t ■pour* 

of Um kilovolta aad a pineh current or 6.3 x 105 —y nr a ■ w calculate

to be •quml to 1.22 R•

a eouple of dovtces for producing a pinch have been tried or eug-

pastel. Tuck at Los n—aa plans to use a gas filled torus as the pecondary

of a trannformer made from a betatron mngnet- Ma figurem to produco tar 

ten millinecons a current or 2 x 1O> —yaraa la the tarns, vith uhhich.
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for a particle density of 1015 par cubic centimeter, he hopes to reach

a gas t any or at uro of one kilovolt, sufficiently uarm to produce a large

flux of neutrons. Baker at Berkeley tried discharging approximately three
microfarads of capacty through a glass tube four feet long and three

incher in diameter that was capped at each end by plane aluminum electrodes

and wee filled with hydrogen gas at 100 microns pressure- The condensers

were charged to potentials of 2 to 115 kilovolts and were discharged la

approzimately two mien ds resulting in various currents up to 100,000

amperes, he took pbotographs of the discharges which abowed la ench case

a luminous streak down the azis of the tube. Hovever, the photographs

indicate only that the current went down the tube axle — woe cannot tell

whether the particles concentrated along the azis or not. Oh the banis

of our crude formulation, we would calculate a pinch current of about

70,000 nap for Baker'a device. Be newer, the short duration of Baker’s

discharges undoubtedly precluded the complete establiahment of e pinch.

Mb perhaps should note that if all the energy la Baker'a 6 no had

electron volts vhich la just about the point where a detoctabie number

of neutr

le for way th lear power ne eh lne, to operate an a paylag

basis the pinch device must be able to generate more power from the theme

nuclemr renction than la required to sustain the reaction- la our form-

lation of the pnch there will be ee beat loss by conduetion ezcept la

devices with ends. The dear energy must still ok c a ad the heas

loot by radiation and the energy d la maintaining the pinch current.
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SECRET
to to** tabulatod belov some sanple situntiena. One will note

that • pinch machine would operate on • pmying basis with the DT renetion 

under a couple or the condition* given below but that with the DD reaction 

the mnchtne woula tew* to to slghtly larger in d1—otor or would tow* to

operate at • somevhat hgher temperature -

N =

R 1 cm 10 cm 10 cm

3.14 B 1014 cm~1 J.14 B 1017

(M = me • 
particle density 
before pinch current 
fs applied)

0 10 kev

3.2 z 104

1O kev

1.0 * 10*

3.14 B 1017 cm

K (volta/cm) 2.9 z 10-3 9.2 x 10-4

jo to*

1.7 z 106

3.0 B 10-4

93 920 51©

Radiation 1*00 watta 
per cm length of 0-02 
pinch

180 330

93 1100 840

8200 48-000

740

SECRET
Information Divisiom 
9/3/52 bw 213 037
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August 13» 1951

See for inatance, E. Formi (D. R. Inglis), Super Leetur mumber 1.
L4-344 a) or W. Heitler, mheQunntumTheorzef.Badlatisn» peEe 172

3 U Sptser, •20-994, Pege 4

u. Bunnutt, Myutenl Heview, 65, 890 (1934)
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